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About This Game

The Game

Beyond the Sky is a dark-themed point and click adenture in which you play Selene, a young woman who gets lost in a dark
wood. Only by learning to see beyond the veil of appereances in exploring the world surrounding her and solving complex

logical puzzles will she finally be able to defeat her deepest fears and realize her dream of reaching the moon.

Features

Unique graphic design, thoroughly crafted and designed entirely by hand;

Complex logical puzzles that will test your skills;

Distinctive means of exploration that develops over the course of the game;

Many bizarre characters to interact with;

Emotional original soundtrack;

An articulate and multifaceted story that will encourage you to reflect on important and deep themes: life and death, fear
and trust, prejudice and conflict;
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A vivid world that blends a surprising mix of references ranging from the classics of Greek and Latin literature to
contemporary movies, classical art and pop culture;
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Title: Beyond the Sky
Genre: Adventure
Developer:
Iperurania Arts
Publisher:
Iperurania Arts
Release Date: 14 Nov, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 SP1 64bit

Processor: 1 GHz CPU

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: Dedicated video card

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 500 MB available space

English,Italian,German,Russian
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VR on the Vive doesn't work. Only plays in theatre mode...and it's 3.99 on Oculus home.

Edit: They have since removed Vive support from the store page. Guess it's Oculus only at this point.. The entire game is
basically the beginning part of Fallout: New Vegas.. I just finished Soma. And it is a phenomenal game. Pretty spooky tho, I
could only play it on safe mode.
And the protagonist said some pretty stupid things sometimes, especially when he gets angry..
But it made me cry and I loved it very much. 10\/10. The Beauty and the Beast!.
When it works, it's the closer emulation of F1 you will find and, gives a LOT OF FUN to F1 fans.
The hell is that, from time to time, the game doesn't starts or, you loose the configuration of your wheel, EVEN IN THE
MIDDLE OF A RACE!!!!.
The worst thing is that Codemaster's people doesn't seem very entusiastics on releasing fixes for the serious bugs that this game
has from time to time.
So, when it works, 100% recommendable.
When it doesn't works... can I burn Codemaster's headquarter?
The part of this game I really hate is competition in pro or legend mode. THAT'S PURE CHEAT!!!.
It doesn't matter what I do, I always classify the 18th and, my team mate the 17th.
I can win lot of positions during the few first curves but then, cars start to push me out of the track or, the car oversteers or
understeer, until I go back to postion 18th or just a position before my team mate.
CHEAT CHEAT CHEAT
I hope future versions are fair on this, because it's really annoying.. its never going to be finished. A black and white platformer
with smooth fps and nice artwork. Reminiscent of Ninja Gaiden, in the way of a tough platformer. Have only played a little, but
can tell I'll already enjoy the challenge. They're making a "ha-ha remember how bad translation was in the 80's joke" with the
narration and dialogue but it comes off a little strange. Other than that a solid game, worth the price of admission.. Definitely a
great game to shut off your brain and eat others' brains instead.

I have only one gripe wherein the options menu is rather minimal, offering only graphics adjustments and no keybind or volume
adjustments available.

I have a gameplay video available here if you would like to look into it further. 
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=NtB5wipgGf0. A fine short game. Okay so I just bought this game and when I start the
game it crashes every times I restarted it I shut it down I uninstalled it and still it crashes
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The truth is that the idea is well and I hope that in the following versions add more cars and new tracks.

It would be nice if they put a challenge system and online mode, I know it is in development but I think it would be fine in this
game :). I am currently unable to install the SDK. I have it enabled in the games properties setting, and it is acting as if it's
supposed to be installed. But it isn't. When I go to launch the game, it should give me the option to launch either the normal
game or the SDK. But it doesn't. It just launches Depth. I am unsure what to do, and am requesting help. I will not leave
negative feedback, and will recommend this because I want to see the community grow, but I would also like to be a part of this
community, being as I've been with the game for a couple years now. Please help.. No, this is a very very boring game. If you
buy it, i am afraid you will be very disapointed.

If it came out in the early 1990s it would have been a great game, but today it is totally waste of time to play.

This game should be used as an idea of to make a similar ww2 game, (but with 5000% better graphics) that could work, but not
like it is today.

If you still dont believe this negative review, please check on youtube or somewhere for a "playable" demo first, that would kill
your wish to buy this "masterpiece.". I really can't say enough good things about this game! This is a gem match game with
puzzle mini games, a light city builder, and a little hidden object thrown in. You match the gems by drawing a line through any
like gem that touches it. You can make really big combos doing this. One thing I really like as far as rebuilding the city is they
give you 3 building styles to choose from. The music is really great and relaxing. I typically mute the game and listen to my own
music, but I really like the tracks. The game is beautiful and it runs smootly. The artwork looks like it's all hand drawn with lots
of detail, it looks fantastic.

I got the game dirt cheap during a Steam sale, but I would recommend it even at ful price. If you like what you see on the video
then go for it!. My first impression...steep learning curve. But that does not mean it is bad. So far what I can tell needs to be
improved: very not intuitive that when you look into a direction, you will not run into that direction. Instead, you have to tilt
your controllers. Just wrong. Please improve.

Also, the text on the tutorial boards is too small! It is tough to read! Why not make it a bit bigger?

Moreover: tried this on Samsung Odyssey first but did not work. Somehow it makes you feel you are cross eyed. Some IPD
setting problem.. I really enjoy Panzer Corps, and the base game is fun- but the US Corps DLC is broken on many levels. Play
balance is all kinds of messed up, I'm fairly certain there is a bug making German troops do ridiculous damage (eg A
Kradschutzen - motorcycle infantry, doing 5-8 points of damage to the biggest tank on the US side) and the scenarios
themselves are an exercise in frustration and overwhelming odds against. I've played the regular game and the Grand Campaign
and never come across the bizarre unfairness in this DLC. Many times it feels as if the computer is outright cheating. Played
and replayed the scenarios many times and it all feels like a slog, not very enjoyable. Stick to the Grand Campaign and the
Soviet DLC...this one should be tossed in the trash.. I can't wait to get the English version, here is an idea make a DLC that adds
voice acting to the full game to better enjoy the game for people that do enough reading at work or school, charge money just
turn this game into a talky. Please stop making missions with time lines it feels like a job which is bs, and make NPC's that have
quests stand out not to waste time.
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